Sample Paper Showing Use of the ‘Harvard at Newcastle’ EndNote Style

This is a short document to show how the established ‘Harvard at Newcastle’ style is set up (upon which the new numbered style is based).

It cites a few references (from the EndNote sample library) of a variety of different types, hopefully making clear how the style works.

The different types of reference include: books – which can have pages added to the citations “for quotes” (Allen, 2004, pp. 23-24), book sections (Pepperberg, 2012), journal articles (Holzhaider et al., 2011) and websites (Bat Conservation International, 2008).

I’ll throw in a few more for variety (von Bayern et al., 2009). You can cite works with the author as part of the sentence thus: Yovel et al. (2008) found that…… Zorina (2005) showed that…… etc

Any changes required, just let us know.
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